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Internet Service Provider Uses NUUO IP Surveillance
System to Keep the Telecom Generator Safe
Organization:
Seednet
Location:
Taiwan
Industry segment:
Telcom
Solution:
NUUO IP+ series

NUUO solution enables Seednet to maintain a high quality and stable telecommunication service in Taiwan
As one of the leading Internet Service Provider in Taiwan, Seednet’s main core
service is to provide the top quality data service and Internet connection
service to Taiwan cooperate users and massive end users. Seednet greatly
contributed to the establishment of the national Highspeed communication
network using an optical cable of the highest quality in the country, including
more than 10 GigabitEthernet backbone network. In order to provide a stable
and quality data service, the first priority is to secure the data servers and
telecom generators in the server room.

NUUO 64 channels IP+ solution fulfills all of Seednet’ surveillance requirements
NUUO Partner Clean-Po International CO., LTD, a professional security
system integrator, planned for Seednet to establish a security system by using
NUUO IP surveillance system with video server together with 120 analog cameras. The whole implementation takes place with 2 set of NUUO IP-64 surveillance system. Every corridors, corners, and even ceiling areas of the multifloored server rooms, are the major targeted secure area.
The system fulfills the requirement for central monitoring from the Central Control room at Seednet 4th Floor. With NUUO’s 64 channel management capacity, every corners, entrance, and roof ceiling of the telecom generator are
perfectly secured and monitored as the customer’s requirement.

Seednet now runs a state-of-the-art surveillance system
powered by NUUO with a reasonable budget
With the sophisticate planning on NUUO IP surveillance system by Clean-Po
International, Seednet security system has become much more effective. The
ability to combine more than 32 channel into a single system, including a realtime live image monitoring, has help to save a lot of cost from the human
resources from the security department.
The advanced “record on motion” feature in NUUO’s recording schedule has
improved and save Seednet with a huge expense of the physical equipment
such as hard drive disks. Furthermore, the security department of Seednet
also can be aware of any irregular activities near the server room with the help
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